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Merging Compression is a proven and robust method for plasma start-up which produces

relatively high plasma currents and temperatures without the use of a central solenoid. The

technique involves the formation of two plasma rings around in vessel poloidal field coils. The

current in these rings is inductively increased until the two rings merge at the mid plane to form

a single plasma. During merging, magnetic reconnection converts magnetic energy into thermal

energy, which predominately heats the ions. By compressing the plasma along the major radius

the plasma current can be further increased, by a change in plasma inductance.

Tokamak Energy is currently constructing (see [1] for progress) a compact (R ∼ 0.4m) high

field (BT ∼ 3T) spherical tokamak (aspect ratio ∼ 1.8) which will operate with a respectable

plasma current (Ip ∼ 2MA) at fusion relevant temperatures (T ∼ 8keV) and densities (n ∼ 1−

5×1020 m−3). By a modest extrapolation from START and MAST experimental data we predict

after compression ST40 will achieve plasma currents of ∼ 1.6MA. The plasma current can then

be further increased to the operating current of 2MA, and maintained, using flux provided by

the solenoid.

Using a free boundary MHD equilibrium solver we modelled the plasma before and after

merging, and found that significant eddy currents are induced within the vessel structure. These

currents greatly influence the shape of the plasma, and consequently the requirements on the

external Bv coils. We therefore conclude that it is essential to take vessel eddy currents into

account when modelling merging compression in tokamaks.

Tokamak Energy is also using a smaller device called ST25D to perform merging experiments

in support of ST40. First results from both ST25D and ST40 will be presented.
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